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Repeat proteins are formed from units of 20–40 aa that stack together into quasi one-dimensional
non-globular structures. This modular repetitive construction means that, unlike globular proteins, a repeat
protein's equilibrium folding and thus thermodynamic stability can be analysed using linear Ising models.
Typically, homozipper Ising models have been used. These treat the repeat protein as a series of identical
interacting subunits (the repeated motifs) that couple together to form the folded protein. However, they
cannot describe subunits of differing stabilities.
Here we show that a more sophisticated heteropolymer Ising model can be constructed and fitted to two
new helix deletion series of consensus tetratricopeptide repeat proteins (CTPRs). This analysis, showing an
asymmetric spread of stability between helices within CTPR ensembles, coupled with the Ising model's
predictive qualities was then used to guide reprogramming of the unfolding pathway of a variant CTPR protein.
The designed behaviour was engineered by introducing destabilising mutations that increased the
thermodynamic asymmetry within a CTPR ensemble. The asymmetry caused the terminal α-helix to
thermodynamically uncouple from the rest of the protein and preferentially unfold. This produced a specific,
highly populated stable intermediate with a putative dimerisation interface. As such it is the first step in
designing repeat proteins with function regulated by a conformational switch.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).Introduction
Repeat proteins are a diverse collection of super-
families that are all composed of small modules (20–
40 aa), which are stacked together to form stable
non-globular domains [1–3]. Interestingly, the stack-
ing of the repeated units results in modular structures
that are dominated by regularised interactions from
residues close in primary sequence (both inter- and
intra-repeat). These distinctive features result in a
quasi one-dimensional (1-D) structure that has made
repeat proteins extremely attractive folds to engineer,
design and use as protein folding/stability models
(some examples include Refs. [3–22]).
One elegant method used to dissect thermodynam-
ic stability and folding cooperativity of both globular
and repeat proteins is the fitting of their equilibrium
denaturation curves or kinetics to Isingmodels. TheseAuthors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. T
rg/licenses/by/4.0/).statistical thermodynamic “nearest-neighbour”
models have been used in many systems, both
biological and non-biological, to describe order–
disorder transitions [23]. Within the field of protein
science, they have been used to probe helix to coil
transitions, beta-hairpin formation, prediction of pro-
tein folding rates/thermodynamics and applied to
interpret thermodynamic experiments that led to the
postulation of downhill folding [23–31].
Importantly, the repetitive and quasi 1-D linear
structure of repeat proteins, coupled with the ability
to produce series of repeat deletion mutations,
specifically lends their equilibrium thermodynamics
and kinetics to be analysed with 1-D Ising models
[16,23,32–34]. The most common Ising-based
model used has been the 1-D homopolymer (also
called a homozipper). Here, each arrayed element of
a repeat protein is treated as an identical, equivalenthis is an open access article under the CC BY license
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1805Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinsindependently folding unit. These interact with each
other via nearest-neighbour pairwise interactions.
Thus, folding is broken down into a linear series of
identical interacting units. By globally fitting this
model to chemical denaturations for a whole series
of repeat proteins that differ only by their number of
identical repeats, the intrinsic energy of a repeated
unit and the interaction energy between the folded
units can be delineated. Interestingly, once a subset
of repeat proteins within a series has been fitted, the
model can then be used to successfully predict the
behaviour of all additional proteins within that series
[16,23].
The studies described above coupled with those
on folding kinetics have highlighted how the modular
structures of repeat proteins inherently influence
their solution characteristics. In particular it has been
shown that (i) the kinetic/equilibrium folding of repeat
proteins are prone to the population of partially
folded intermediate states and (ii) the population of
such intermediates is determined by a subtle
interplay between three factors—the total stability
of the protein, the intrinsic stability of individual
repeated units and the generation of favourable
interfaces between the repeated units. More funda-
mentally, however, tuning the thermodynamic sta-Fig. 1. (a) The sequence of a CTPR repeat. It is made up of t
separated by a short loop. This sequence is repeated n numbe
coloured blue). The C-cap has also been called the “solvating h
been two CTPR protein series constructed: CTPRn and CTP
the last two residues in each repeat (positions 33 and 34) are
(b) Crystal structure of CTPR3. The α-helices are coloured a
(c) Schematic showing the relationship and nomenclature betw
produces ΔA. Mutating out the C-cap terminal S-helix producebility/folding pathways of repeat proteins may also
provide a path for further exploitation. For example,
the dominant kinetic folding pathway and/or the
multistate folding of a repeat protein can be altered
by introducing mutations that change either the
inherent stability or inter-repeat packing of individual
repeats within an ensemble [13,14,33,35,36]. Impor-
tantly, these studies open up the potential of
exploiting the folding of repeat proteins in the form
of a switch, that is, the engineered unfolding of part
of a repeat protein to leave a folded intermediate unit
with a compatible oligomerisation interface.
Here we investigate whether the predictive qual-
ities of an Ising model can be used to reprogram the
equilibrium folding pathway of a repeat protein. In
particular we wanted to engineer a repeat protein to
specifically unfold leaving a partially folded interme-
diate. This would be the first step toward introducing
a folding-controlled switch-like function into repeat
proteins. The system we chose to reprogram was
our preferred system—designed consensus tetratri-
copeptide repeat proteins (CTPRs; Fig. 1). To
achieve this, two new series of CTPR single-helix
deletion mutants of differing intrinsic stabilities were
constructed and their equilibrium unfolding was
analysed with a more complex heteropolymer Isingwo α-helices (a and b coloured green and red, respectively)
r of times before there is a C-terminal capping helix (C-cap,
elix” (S-helix) in previous studies [9,15,17,33]. There have
Ran. The sequences of both are the same, except that
NN in the CTPRn series and RS in the CTPRan series.
ccording to their sequence (a, green; b, red; and c, blue).
een the mutants. Mutating out the N-cap terminal A-helix
s ΔS.
1806 Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinsmodel. The new deletion series coupled with the new
Ising model analysis enabled a more detailed
delineation of thermodynamic stability across
CTPR ensembles. Specifically, it showed that the
inherent structural asymmetry of the helices mani-
fested in an asymmetric spread of thermodynamic
stability, with the C-terminal helix (C-cap) less stable
than the N-terminus (N-cap). The predictive nature of
the fitted Ising model was then used to probe if the
inherent asymmetry in stability could be exacerbated
to uncouple folding and produce the desired specific,
highly populated partially folded intermediate. After
designing such a CTPR switch mutant, the protein
was shown to biophysically behave as predicted—
specifically unfolding at low concentrations of dena-
turant to leave a partially folded intermediate with the
desired regions remaining structured.Fig. 2. (a and b) GuHCl-induced equilibrium unfolding
experiments of the CTPRn (a) and CTPRa (b) proteins in
50 mM phosphate (pH 7) at 10 °C shown as normalised CD
signal. The fits correspond to the global fitting of each CTPR
series to a heteropolymer Ising model. In images a and b:
CTPR2ΔA (●, ), CTPR2ΔS (○, ), CTPR2 (■, ), CTPR3ΔA
( , ), CTPR3ΔS (◆, ) and CTPR3 (◇, ). CTPRa2ΔA (●),
CTPRa2ΔS (○), CTPRa3ΔA ( ) and CTPRa3ΔS (◆). The
following data were obtained from published data in Main [9]:
CTPRa2 (■), CTPRa3 (◇), CTPRa4 (▲), CTPRa5 ( ),
CTPRa6 ( ), CTPRa8 ( ) and CTPRa10 ( ). (c) Stabilities
of terminal helices added to a folded CTPR ensemble as a
function of GuHCl. An N-cap helix (■, ), I helix (◆, ) and a
C-cap helix (●, ). The CTPRn and CTPRa series are black
and red, respectively.Results
We and the Regan laboratory have shown that
designed consensus TPR proteins of sufficient overall
stability tend to unfold via stable intermediates that
have unfolded terminal helices [15,33,37,38]. More-
over, removing the C-terminal α-helix from CTPR3
produces an interface compatiblewith oligomerisation
that we have shown can be forced to associate
through incubation with crosslinkers and through
intein mediated ligation (Fig. S1; [39,40]). Therefore,
it is logical to reprogramme a CTPR protein to
populate a specific intermediate that preferentially
unfolds only one of its termini. To achieve this, the
contribution to overall stability of the differing helices
within wild-type CTPR proteins needs to be dissected
in greater detail than in earlier studies.
Global fit of CTPR unfolding to a heteropolymer
Ising model
Previously,weand theRegan laboratory useda 1-D
homozipper Ising model to analyse equilibrium
denaturation data from CTPR protein series that
differed in size by whole TPR motifs [9,16,33].
However, such a system—the deletion series coupled
with a homozipper model that treats all repeated
elements in the protein as equal—cannot describe
repeated units with differing stabilities (thermodynam-
ic asymmetry). Therefore, we constructed eight new
terminal helix deletion constructs on two series of
CTPR proteins of differing intrinsic stabilities and
performed guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl)-induced
chemical denaturations on each (CTPRn and
CTPRan; Fig. 1a). Each series of chemical denatur-
ations was then globally fit to a heteropolymer Ising
model (Materials and Methods; Fig. 2). By using this
system, the contributions to the overall stability from
the differing helices can be differentiated and any
differences in their intrinsic stability and interfaceenergies delineated (Materials and Methods [23]).
Moreover, the model permits both the calculation and
simulation of populations of any specific topological
state throughout any protein's denaturation curve.
1807Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat ProteinsThus, the behaviour of any putative partially folded
intermediate populated during a proteins' chemical
equilibrium unfolding can be interrogated and predic-
tively modelled. Here, this was used to examine the
population of any CTPR construct that was natively
structured yet has a denatured terminal helix, at any
given GuHCl concentration (Fig. 3).
The new deletion constructs consisted of CTPRn
andCTPRanproteins that lackedeither theN-terminal
A-helix (N-cap), termed ΔA constructs, or the C-ter-
minal S-helix (C-cap), termed ΔS constructs (where
n = number of TPR repeat units; Fig. 1c). Both series
were investigated as they differ by a destabilising
doublemutation (CTPRn: PNN toCTPRa: PRS) at the
end of each TPR motif (Fig. 1a). All constructs were
monomeric and folded with high α-helicity (Fig. S2).
Chemical denaturations were performed usingGuHCl
at 10 °C in 50 mM phosphate (pH 7.0) and the
structural transitions followed by monitoring changes
in far-UV CD (ellipticity at 222 nm; Fig. 2a and b; Fig.
S3). All of the constructs underwent single reversibleFig. 3. (a) Schematic of an engineered CTPR protein design
equilibrium denaturation of a CTPR protein (dashed red line) o
CTPR intermediate at differing GuHCl concentrations (black lin
its efficiency ([β − α]/[β + γ) and the degree to which the prote
schematically shown for effect. At 0 M GuHCl, it is fully folded
population is reached; and above 3.5 M GuHCl, it is denature
intermediates that only have a denatured C-cap helix for (
and (c) CTPRa8 (solid green line) and CTPRa10 (solid p
denaturations with Ising fit (dashed lines) are shown for com
CTPR3sw ( , and ) with the simulated CTPR3sw denaturati
and the fractional population of CTPR3sw intermediates that ounfolding transitions as the increase in GuHCl caused
unfolding of their native structure to yield a fully
denatured polypeptide. The Ising model used here
was constructed of a linear algebraic series of
equilibrium constants that represent an intrinsic
folding stability term for each helix and an interfacial
energy term between helices in a nearest-neighbour
array (ΔGi and ΔGi−1, i, respectively). However, our
newer model fitted nine variables that separated out
the total stability of each CTPR ensemble into the
stability and interface energies of the N-cap helix,
internal I-helices and the C-cap helix (Materials and
Methods).
A numerical solution of the Ising model was
determined by globally fitting the chemical denatur-
ation of each CTPR series. This consisted of fitting
12 denaturation curves of the CTPRn series (six
proteins with repeated equilibrium denaturations) and
10 denaturation curves of the CTPRan series
(CTPRa2ΔA removed due to lack of native baseline).
A single global minimum was ensured by seedinged to unfold into a specific intermediate. The plot shows the
verlaid with the fractional population of the C-cap unfolded
e). This state can be characterised by its amplitude (β − α),
in is fully folded at 0 M denaturant (α). A CTPR3 protein is
; at 2 M GuHCl, the highest C-cap unfolded intermediate
d. (B and C) Ising model obtained fractional population of
b) CTPR2 (solid blue line) and CTPR3 (solid red line)
urple line). The corresponding CTPR protein chemical
parison. (d) Comparison of the GuHCl denaturations of
on curve obtained from the Ising model (black dashed line)
nly have an denatured C-cap helix (solid line).
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1808 Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteins1000 random searches, each with 1000 trajectories,
using the Mathoptimizer module of Mathematica
(Wolfram) (Fig. 2a and b). Our model fit well to the
experimental data with a root mean square of
residuals between the fit and the individual normalised
equilibrium curves of b3.5% of the data amplitude for
the CTPR curves and between b2% and b5% for the
CTPRan curves. Table 1 lists the values obtained for
the fitted parameters.
Determining the relative stability of
individual α-helices
The stability of any CTPR ensemble, or part
thereof, (ΔG0→1H2O) can be calculated by simply
summing energy terms obtained from the fitted
variables (Table 1 and Table S3). In this manner,
the differing energetic contributions of N-cap helix,
C-cap helix and the internal I-helices can be easily
calculated for each CTPR series (Table 1). These
show that the individual helices of each CTPR/
CTPRa protein do not have identical stabilities as
described in previous homozipper analyses. Instead,
the removal of the N-cap helix is more destabilising
than removing an internal helix or C-cap helix. This is
in agreement with a qualitative comparison of
the chemical denaturation midpoints (Fig. 2, S.I.
Fig. S3; Table S1). Although the calculated differ-
ences between helix stabilities are not large in
magnitude at 0 M GuHCl (i.e., in water with no
denaturant), they become more pronounced with the
addition of GuHCl due to their differing denaturant
dependence, represented in the Ising model as an
m-value (Fig. 2c). Thus, both series of CTPR proteins
possess some thermodynamic stability asymmetry.
Interestingly, the stability asymmetry mirrors the
structural asymmetry of each ensemble. Crystal
structures of CTPR2 and CTPR3 show that a
combination of different tertiary packing and primary
sequences causes the C-terminal helix to be 25%
more solvent exposed than the next most solvent
exposed hel ix and more highly charged
(AEAKQNLGNAKQKQG, calculated pI of 9.7 versus
AEAWYNLGNAYYKQG, calculated pI 6.1 [17,41]).
The differing stabilities of the N-cap and C-cap
helices also explains why crystal structures of certain
CTPRs show the C-cap helix being preferentially
unfolded (missing density) and its position occupied
by the N-cap helix from another CTPR protein [42].
Routes to reprogramming the equilibrium
unfolding of a CTPR protein
The lower stability and higher denaturant sensitivity
of the C-cap helix should cause it to preferentially
unfold before the rest of the protein and notably before
the N-cap helix (Fig. 2c). If accurate, it would suggest
that engineering one terminal helix/repeat to possess
a significant differential in stability to those in the rest of
1809Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinsthe protein would be a rational and logical route to
reprogramming unfolding. To model if the less stable
C-cap helix does bias the unfolding of the wild-type
CTPR/CTPRa proteins, subpartition functions were
defined representing those partially folded intermedi-
ates in the Ising model. Values determined from the
global fitting to experimental data were then used to
calculate fractional populations of intermediates
states and to examine their sensitivity to denaturant
while part of a known multi-state folding CTPR/
CTPRa protein (Materials and Methods). Fig. 3a and
b shows the plots for fractional protein population that
possesses an intermediate with an unfolded C-cap
helix, overlaid with the equilibrium denaturations for
multistate-CTPR folding proteins: CTPR2, CTPR3,
CTPRa8 and CTPRa10. Only these are shown as,
under our conditions, the smaller CTPRa proteins
appear to fold in a two-statemanner [33]. Interestingly,
all of the protein simulations do suggest that the slight
differences in helical stability and denaturant depen-
dence produce some of the desired unfolding bias;
that is, populations of specific C-cap unfolded
intermediate exist. These populations increase from
close to zero in 0 M GuHCl (fully folded protein) to a
maximum at intermediate concentrations of GuHCl
before decreasing to zero again at higher concentra-
tions of GuHCl (as further helices denature). For the
CTPR2 and CTPR3 proteins, the model predicts only
a small population of C-cap unfolded intermediate
(10% and 27%, respectively). In contrast, CTPRa8
and CTPRa10 exhibit larger predicted populations of
C-cap unfolded intermediate of 68% and 70%,
respectively. The increase in population of the desired
intermediate is therefore directly related to both a less
stable andmore denaturant sensitiveC-cap helix and,
importantly, an increase in ensemble stability. As, for
example, although CTPR3 exhibits a high overall
stability similar to CTPRa8/10, the N- and C-cap
helices are too close in stability and denaturant
sensitivity to exhibit any specific bias in intermediates
populated while unfolding.
Ising-led re-design
The Ising model simulations predict that engineer-
ing a CTPR/CTPRa protein to unfold via one specific
highly population intermediate requires a high
overall total protein stability and a suitable free
energy differential/denaturant sensitivity between
the C-cap and the other helices (Fig. 3). To test
this hypothesis and test the Ising model's predictive
qualities, it was logical to design and model a
chimera that combined the stable core of the smaller
CTPR3 from CTPRn series with the less stable
C-cap helix of the CTPRa series (i.e., inserting the
PNN to PRS mutation only between the third TPR
motif and the C-cap helix; Fig. 1 [33]). The new
construct was termed CTPR3sw (CTPR3 switch)
and its chemical denaturation and C-cap unfoldedintermediate function were simulated using the Ising
model. Parameters were set using the experimen-
tally fitted values for the N-cap (A) and internal (I)
helices of CTPRn series and C-cap helix (S) from the
CTPRan series (Fig. 3d). This predicted the protein
to have a maximum C-cap unfolded intermediate of
≈55% (double that of the precursor CTPR3 protein)
and further helical unfolding of only ≈15% at 2.8 M
GuHCl. Thus, the CTPR3sw construct should have
an intermediate that is populated to a similar extent
as the larger CTPRa proteins and, crucially, can be
experimentally validated due to its smaller size and
lower number of identical repeats.
Does CTPR3sw unfold as predicted?
Chemical Denaturation
To establish whether CTPR3sw specifically un-
folds as predicted, the construct was expressed and
purified. An initial characterisation showed the
protein to be monomeric and possess the same
α-helical structure as CTPR3 (Fig. S6A and B). As
with all other CTPR constructs, its equilibrium
chemical denaturation was marked by one major
reversible unfolding transition with increasing GuHCl
(Figs. 3d and 4). Excitingly, when the Ising model
prediction was overlaid with the experimental data,
there was extremely good agreement (Figs. 3d
and 4). Thus, as predicted, CTPR3sw is less stable
than CTPR3 (lower midpoint of denaturation), but
with a midpoint that is the same as that seen for
CTPR3ΔS. Significantly, there is an observable
change in the slope of CTPR3sw's native baseline
in comparison to any of the other CTPR variants
(Fig. 4a and b): CTPR3sw's baseline has a positive
gradient toward the first transition, whereas all other
CTPR variants have native baselines that are
essentially flat or possess negative gradient. Skewed
pre-transition baselines, such as observed here for of
CTPR3sw, are essentially identical to the skewed
pre-transitions seen in a number of highly studied
marginally cooperative folding domains [43–46]. In
each case, the skewed transition reflects partial
unfolding and thus a thermodynamic uncoupling of
folding elements. Triplicate repeated denaturations
of CTPR3sw confirmed that the baseline changes
observed were reproducible and significant (Fig. 4a
and b). When the ellipticity was corrected for
concentration, the maximum difference in base-
lines between the two proteins occurs from 2 M
GuHCl and equates to ≈10% of the signal at 222 nm
(Fig. 4a and b).
The baseline change was confirmed by recording
CD wavelength scans for CTPR3sw, CTPR3 and
CTPR3ΔS, with and without 2 M GuHCl (Fig. 4c).
These show that in 0 M GuHCl, the ellipticity of
CTPR3sw is the same as CTPR3; that is, they have
the same helical content. However, at 2 M GuHCl,
Fig. 4. (a and b) Comparison of GuHCl denaturations of CTPR3sw ( , and ), CTPR3ΔS (◆, ) and CTPR3 (◇, ) in 50
mM phosphate (pH 7) at 10 °C. The small dashed black lines are the Ising model fits for CTPR3ΔS and CTPR3 from the
global analysis of the CTPRn series, and the small dashed blue line is the Ising model's simulated denaturation curve for
CTPR3sw. (b) is an enlargement of the native baseline of panel A. (c) Far UV CD wavelength scans of CTPR3, CTPR3ΔS
and CTPR3sw at 0 MGuHCl and 2 MGuHCl. In 0 MGuHCl, CTPR3sw ( ) has the same ellipticity as CTPR3 (◆). However,
in 2 M GuHCl, CTPR3sw ( ) has the same ellipticity as CTPR3ΔS ( ) and not CTPR3 (◇). The inset figure shows the same
Far UV CD wavelength scans of CTPR3, CTPR3ΔS and CTPR3sw at 0 M GuHCl extended to 200 nm. (d) HSQC spectra
of CTPR3 (black) overlaid with CTPR3sw (red) at 0 M GuHCl. The resonances of the CTPR3sw C-cap amides with
significantly reduced peak intensities are highlighted and shown at higher contrasts (insets).
1810 Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinsthe ellipticity of CTPR3sw has reduced to the same
as that seen for CTPR3ΔS. In comparison, CTPR3
remains relatively unperturbed in 2 M GuHCl. Thus,
at or above this concentration, CTPR3sw seems
to have the same α-helical content as CTPR3ΔS
and undergoes a denaturation with the same
midpoint as CTPR3ΔS. We interpret this to mean
that CTPR3sw is preferentially unfolding helical
structure from a seven-helix CTPR3-like state to a
six-helix CTPR3ΔS-like state prior to the main dena-
turation transition.15N HSQC NMR
To ascertain whether the change in α-helical CD
signal observed at low GuHCl concentrations was
due to the unfolding of CTPR3sw's C-cap helix,
heteronuclear single quantum coherences (HSQCs)
of 15N-labelled CTPR3 and CTPR3sw in 0 M GuHCl
and under low GuHCl molarities were recorded and
compared (CTPR3—assignment as previously pub-lished [15]; CTPR3sw—Materials and Methods).
There is, as expected, peak overlap in the spectra
due to the near-identical sequence and structure of
the TPR modules. However, sufficiently dispersed
amide cross-peaks are present throughout both the
CTPR3 and CTPR3sw spectra to report on the
dynamics of each α-helix. For example, there are
seven assigned amide peaks from the 15 residues in
the C-cap helix of CTPR3sw (Fig. 4d).HSQCs in 0 M GuHCl
Comparison of the HSQC at 0 M GuHCl of CTPR3
with that of CTPR3sw shows similarly dispersed
spectra, with little perturbation in chemical shifts
between corresponding CTPR3/CTPR3sw cross-
peak amide protons (Fig. 4d). However, there is a
specific and distinct reduction in the amide peak
intensities for residues within CTPR3sw's C-cap
helix (Fig. 4d). The loss of intensity can be caused
either by peak broadening due to exchange or by
Fig. 5. Overlaid HSQC spectra for CTPR3 (a) and CTPR3sw (c) obtained at 0 M GuHCl (black) and on addition of 1.6 M
GuHCl (red). The resonances of shifted amides in either CTPR3 or CTPR3sw are highlighted. Images b and d map the
non-overlapping amide peaks movements from panels a and c onto the CTPR3 crystal structure, respectively. The Cα's of
assigned amides or side-chain indole NHε1 of the Trp residues are represented as spheres. Those that remain unchanged
when 1.6 M GuHCl was added are coloured white (Δδ ≤ 0.04), those that move with a chemical shift perturbation (Δδ) of
0.04 to 0.22 are coloured from pale blue to cyan (respectively) and those that moved into a crowded region and therefore
cannot be assigned with certainty are displayed in orange. Assigned residues that are doublets which remain unchanged
are coloured green (Δδ ≤ 0.04). For CTPR3sw, the mutated residues (NN to RS) are coloured black.
1811Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinsconformational fluctuations (e.g., local unfolding).
This suggests that the native state of CTPR3sw has
a C-cap helix that is more structurally dynamic than
that of CTPR3.HSQCs in low [GuHCl]
To further explore the thermodynamic response of
the C-cap helix in CTPR3 and CTPR3sw to [GuHCl],
HSQC spectra were acquired in the presence of
denaturant at a level that retains the majority of
folded α-helical structure (as determined by CDspectra—1.6 M GuHCl). Under these conditions, it
could be expected that the NMR cross-peaks for the
majority of the TPR helices would be unchanged.
This is true for CTPR3 and, predominantly, for
CTPR3sw, where most of the cross-peaks within
the first three identical TPR motifs show little change
in any specific structure. To compare changes
between the spectra at 0 M and 1.6 M, assignable
cross-peaks were classified as follows: (i) un-
changed, that is, the amide cross-peak at both 0 M
and 1.6 M GuHCl resides on the same footprint
(chemical shift perturbation ≤0.04); (ii) moved such
1812 Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinsthat a chemical shift perturbation could be calculat-
ed; and (iii) lost, where “loss” equals a peak that has
disappeared or moved into a crowded region of the
HSQC and therefore cannot be assigned with
certainty (Materials and Methods; Fig. 5). Excitingly,
these data show that on addition of a globally
destabilising stimulus—GuHCl—CTPR3sw's spec-
tra undergo a specific change that is manifest in the
predominant loss of assigned cross-peaks within the
C-cap helix (Fig. 5c and d). In contrast, CTPR3
shows little change, specific or otherwise (This is in
agreement with a recent single molecule study
conducted by the groups of Regan and Haran
[47]). Therefore, it can be concluded that CTPR3sw
undergoes the reprogrammed unfolding that it was
designed to achieve.Discussion
Protein equilibrium unfolding reprogrammed
accurately from a statistical mechanics model
In this study, we have shown how the folding energy
landscape of designed TPR proteins can be manip-
ulated to reprogramme their multi-state folding. To
achieve this, we used a series of helix deletion
mutations that permitted a heteropolymer Ising
model to characterise and design the system. The
data and Ising model analysis highlights the link
between inherent structural and thermodynamic
asymmetry in our quasi 1-D CTPR/CTPRa proteins.
We chose to enhance this asymmetry through the
Ising-led introduction of destabilising mutations to
create a specific C-terminal helix unfolded interme-
diate. This gave a CTPR3sw mutant that was ex-Fig. 6. Ising model simulations of CTPR3sw protein compar
by 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 kcal mol−1 and (b) CTPR10 and CTPR1
coloured black (dashed line), and the fractional population of C
helix is coloured black (solid line). (a) Simulations of CTPR3
2.0 kcal mol−1 are coloured green, blue and red, respectively. (b
and blue, respectively.perimentally shown to populate a partially unfolded
intermediate state whose C-cap helix alone had
unfolded. This state closely resembles the CTPR3ΔS
molecule that has been previously shown to self-
associate into fibres when intein ligation groups are
incorporated into its termini [40]. As such it consti-
tutes the first step in designing a folding controlled
switch-like function into repeat proteins.
Optimising the population of
specific intermediates
The parameters obtained from global fitting of the
deletion mutants to the Ising model can be further
used to examine productive routes to a more specific
and populated intermediate. Fig. 6 shows simula-
tions of two strategies for improving the repro-
grammed folding by (i) additional destabilisation of
the C-cap helix relative to the rest of the molecule
(CTPR3sw with Gi
S reduced by a further 0.5, 1 and
2 kcal mol−1) or (ii) increasing the total ensemble
stability by extending the number of CTPR motifs
(CTPR10 and CTPR10sw). Both approaches seek
to increase the relative thermodynamic asymmetry
between the C-cap and the rest of the molecule. The
first strategy does increase the population of C-cap
unfolded protein. However, rather than forming a
more populated intermediate, the destabilisation
causes the C-cap to become natively unfolded. In
contrast, the second strategy shows far more
promise. It produces intermediates that have higher
population, increased efficiency and little natively
unfolded C-cap helix. For example, the simulated
CTPR10sw protein (10 TPR repeat units plus the
C-cap helix from the CTPRa series) produces a
C-cap unfolded intermediate population of 88%, ofed with (a) CTPR3sw with a C-cap helix that is destabilised
0sw. The simulation of CTPR3sw's denaturation curve is
TPR3sw intermediates that only have a denatured C-cap
sw with a C-cap helix that is destabilised by 0.5, 1.0 and
) Simulations of CTPR10 and CTPR10sw are coloured red
1813Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinswhich only 12% is predicted to be natively unfolded.
Thus, an effective route to producing the nuanced
fulcrum-like behaviour is to increase the number of
repeated motifs within a CTPR ensemble.
Given the success of the statistical mechanics Ising
model to engineer the desired behaviour in our repeat
proteins, the next challenge is to exploit it to produce
designed molecular switches by connecting them to
trigger a functional output. Previously, we and others
have shown that linear repeat proteins can bemade to
self-associate into higher-order structures and even
fibres [40,48,49]. Thus, one can envisage a designed
repeat protein as a sensor that could dimerise through
a specifically triggered local unfolding event in
response to environmental stimuli, such as tempera-
ture or pH. These switches might produce an
amplification of signal via self-assembly, making
them highly sensitive environmental sensors. Togeth-
er, the generality of this approach and the applications
of these proteins as a self-assembling functional
bionanomaterial represent an exciting opportunity.
Materials and Methods
Mutagenesis of CTPR/CTPRa constructs
The CTPR/CTPRa constructs lacking the C-cap helix
and the switch protein CTPR3sw (NN to RS mutation)
were engineered using the quick-change site-directed
mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). For the constructs lacking
the C-cap helix, a stop codon was inserted so that each
construct would be expressed without the helix. CTPRa/
CTPR constructs lacking the initially N-cap helix were
constructed by PCR, and the new genes were then ligated
into the pPROHTbEx expression vector (same vector used
for all other constructs).
Cloning, protein production and purification
All designed CTPR/CTPRa proteins were expressed
and purified as previously described [16,17].
Structure and sequence of CTPR and CTPRa series of
designed TPR proteins
CTPRs were built by arraying multiple copies (n) of a
34-aa idealised sequence with a C-terminal single C-cap
“solvating” (S) helix. All proteins adopt the distinctive
α-helical TPR fold with the unique feature of possessing
identical modular structures (Fig. 1b). The CTPR and
CTPRa series differ in the loop region between the B-helix
of one TPR unit and the A-helix of the next (Fig. 1a). The
CTPR series loop encodes PNN and the CTPRa series loop
encodes PRS (amino acid positions 33 and 34 in the TPR
repeat). Both CTPR and CTPRa series have the same
sequence for the C-cap S-helix (AEAKQNLGNAKQKQG).
The C-cap helix is based on the sequence of an A-helix in a
consensus TPR. However, it differs from an A-helix through
the mutation of four solvent exposed large hydrophobic
residues (one Trp and three Tyr) to hydrophilic polarresidues (Lys and Gln), that is, AEAWYNLGNAYYKQG to
AEAKQNLGNAKQKQG. This was part of the original CTPR
design and was implemented to aid solubility [17].
Biophysical Studies
All biophysical measurements were performed at
10 °C in 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0, unless
otherwise stated.
Equilibrium chemical denaturation experiments
Far-UV circular dichroism equilibrium unfolding
measurements were performed as described previ-
ously [9]. For analysis and comparison, the equilib-
rium curves were normalised using:
Normalised CD Signal ¼ signal@222 nm−αNf g
= αD þ βD  D½ ð Þ−αNf g
ð1Þ
where αD and αN are the y-intercept values of the
denatured/native baselines and βD is the slope of the
denatured baseline. This equation allows the data to
retain the slope of the native baseline and be directly
globally fit with the heteropolymer Ising model. For
all constructs, the slopes of their denatured base-
lines were not significant.
Toassay reproducibility andbuffer dependence, the
denaturations of the CTPRn protein series were
repeated at 10 °C in 50 mM phosphate (pH 7.0) and
at 10 °C in 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.0), respectively
(Fig. S3). The duplicated denaturations in phosphate
buffer gave identical reproducible curves, whereas
those in MOPS gave an identical trend as those in
phosphate but with midpoints consistently shifted
by approximately 0.2 M (S.I. Table S1). This subtle
change of midpoint with change in buffer is consistent
with other studies showing that differing buffers can
give slight differences in chemical denaturation curves
[50,51].
Equilibrium data analysis
Datawere analysed in two specific ways. Theywere
analysed either with a two-state model [9] or with a
heteropolymer Ising model [23]. Analysis of the data
with a heteropolymer Ising model is described below.
1-D Ising model
We initially constructed three derivations of a 1-D
heteropolymer Ising model essentially as previously
described [23]. Briefly, each model derivation com-
prises a linear algebraic series of equilibrium con-
stants that account for the intrinsic folding stability (Gi)
and the interfacial energy (Gi − 1,i) terms of each helix
in a nearest-neighbour array that reflects the TPR
protein topology. The three models differed on which
stability term took a coefficient (m) to represent its
sensitivity to the external stimulus—in this case,
1814 Ising Model Reprogramming for Repeat Proteinsdenaturant concentration. In model (i), the denaturant
dependence (m-value) was associated with the
intrinsic stability of each helix (intra-helix—Gi); in
model (ii), the denaturant dependence (m-value) was
associated with the interface energy between folded
helices (inter-helix—Gi − 1,i); and in model (iii), a
different denaturant dependence (m-value) was as-
sociated with the intrinsic stability of each helix
(intra-helix—Gi) and an interface energy between
folded helices (inter-helix—Gi − 1,i). As described
below and in detail in the supporting information, the
results, figures and discussion shown within this
article refer to the Ising model that uses a denatur-
ant-dependent interfacial helix energy.
Ising model fitting regime
A numerical solution of each Ising model was
determined by globally fitting the normalised chem-
ical denaturation of each CTPR and CTPRa series
(normalised using Eq. (1)). A global minimum was
ensured by seeding 1000 random searches, each
with 1000 trajectories, using the Mathoptimizer
module of Mathematica (Wolfram).
Ising model parameters
We and others have previously shown that CTPR
proteins exhibit fraying of their N- and C-terminal
helices under mild equilibrium unfolding conditions.
Therefore, we chose to model unique parameters
for each of these terminal helices in order that their
relative stability could be accounted for and that
appropriate sub-populations could be analysed.
Internal helices were treated as identical in the
model. The asymmetry of CTPR protein folding was
modelled via unique sets of parameters to represent
the N-cap A-helix (Gi
A, Gi -1 , i
A and mA), internal
I-helices (Gi
B, Gi −1, i
B and mB) and the C-cap S-helix
(Gi
S, Gi −1, i
S andmS). The m parameters (mA, m I and
mS) gave a denaturant dependence to the intrinsic
stabilities [model (i)] and interfaceenergies [model (ii)].
In the case ofmodel (iii), there was anm parameter for
bothGi andGi − 1,i and thus six m values in total (m
A1,
mA2 mI1, m I2, mS1 and mS2). The expressions
defining the equilibrium constants for each model
are as follows: model (i): Eqs. (2) and (3), model (ii):
Eqs. (4) and (5) and model (iii): Eqs. (2) and (5).
κ i ¼ e − Giþ mxð Þð Þ=RT½  ð2Þ
si−1;i ¼ e −Gi−1;i=RT½  ð3Þ
κ i ¼ e −Gi=RT½  ð4Þ
si−1;i ¼ e −Gi−1;iþ mxð Þð Þ=RT½  ð5Þ
where Gi is the free energy of folding for the helix atposition i,m is the denaturant sensitivity at denaturant
concentration x, Gi − 1,i is the free energy for the
interface between helices at positions i − 1 and i. R is
the gas constant and T is experimental temperature.
The protein partition function for all models, q(n) is
given below (Eq. (6)):
q nð Þ ¼ 0 1½  κ
A
1 v1
κA1 v1
" #
κIi  sAi−1;i v i
κIi v i
" #
 κ
I
i  sIi−1;i v i
κIi v i
" # n−3ð Þ
2 κSn  sSn−1;n vn
κSn vn
" #
1
1
 
ð6Þ
The full partition function of the protein with
n helices is given by q(n), where all v values = 1.
This defines the fully folded state. The model allows
for fitting of separate parameters (κ and τ, and thus
Gi, Gi -1 , i and m) to describe the behaviour of the A-,
B- and S-helices by globally fitting to data for
degenerate CTPR protein compositions. A subparti-
tion function, q(i), must be calculated by considering
only the folded state of each helix in turn, given by
iteratively parsing the value v = 0 to the term for
each helix. The fraction folded, θF is then simply
defined as the sum of the subpartition functions
divided by the number of terms (helices) multiplied
by the full partition function (Eq. (7)):
θF ¼
Xn
i¼1
q ið Þ
n  q nð Þ ð7Þ
Normalised chemical denaturations were fitted
globally for each CTPR series of proteins of varying
numbers of repeating units. Importantly, all models fit
the data equally well (as judged by RMSD to the
data); produce similar values for the stability of any
CTPR ensemble, or part thereof, (ΔG0→1H2O); calculate
similar fractional populations of intermediate with an
unfolded C-cap helix of CTPR2, CTPR3, CTPRa8
and CTPRa10; and give CTPR3sw simulations that
are in extremely good agreement with the experi-
mental equilibrium denaturation data (Tables S2 and
S3; Figs. S4 and S5). Moreover, these show that
for each CTPR series, the interfacial energies were
all stabilising (ΔGi − 1,iH2O b 0) and the intrinsic stabili-
ties were not (ΔGiH2O≥0). From the fitted variables,
the stability of any CTPR ensemble or part thereof
(ΔG0→1H2O) can be calculated by adding energy terms
(Tables 1, S2 and S3). Thus, to obtain a folded
CTPR protein, the additive effects of the favourable
stabilising interfaces only outweighed the energeti-
cally unfavourable intrinsic helix stabilities when
ensembles of more than two helices are combined.
This is in agreement with previous experimental data
analysed with the homozipper Ising model [9,16,33].
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The close agreement of all the models may
suggest that the fitting is more based on the
combined effects of denaturant dependence, intrin-
sic and interface energies of each defined helical unit
rather than each in isolation. Moreover, when the
Ising model that includes separatem-values for both
intrinsic and interface stabilities was fitted to the
CTPRn and CTPRan data, a number of them-values
gave values of 0 (Table S2). This would suggest that
the data do not include the prerequisite information
to support defining them independently. Therefore, it
is logical to use the Ising model with fewer
parameters. Consequently, the results, figures and
discussion shown within this article refer to the Ising
model that uses a denaturant-dependent interfacial
helix energy. As, arguably, these are mostly ener-
getic whereas the intra-helix term has dominant
entropic contributions (reflects the nucleating cost of
forming the helix). However, a graphical comparison
between fitting of the denaturant-dependent inter-
face Ising model and denaturant-dependent intrinsic
Ising model has been added to the supplementary
information for completeness (Figs. S4 and S5).
NMR
15N-labelled protein samples (400–800 μM) were
prepared in 50 mM phosphate and 150 mM NaCl
(pH 6.8) with the addition of 10% D2O. Partially
denatured protein samples were made up to the
desired concentration of denaturant by the addition of
8 MGuHCl. All sampleswere centrifuged at 14.1 krpm
for 10 min to remove particulates prior to pipetting into
an NMR tube. Data were collected at 25 °C using a
Bruker AV600 600-MHz spectrophotometer. Two-di-
mensional 1H–15N HSQC spectra were acquired
using Echo/Antiecho-TPPI gradient selection with
decoupling during acquisition, using water flip-back
pulse with gradients in reverse-inept. Acquisition
parameters were as follows: spectral widths, 15N,
60 ppm, 1H, 14 ppm; 2048 × 128 complex points
acquired; acquisition time, 0.12 s; and relaxation
delay, 1 s. Spectra were processed using TopSpin
2.1. Published 1H–15N HSQC spectral assignments
were used for CTPR3, as the spectra presented here
were acquired under the same pH and buffer
conditions used previously [15]. Assignment of the
CTPR3sw spectra was achieved by comparing its
spectra at 0MGuHCl with that of CTPR3. Thesewere
found to be in good agreement with little perturbation
in chemical shifts between the two spectra (Fig. 4d).
To further explore the C-cap's structural integrity, both
proteins were then incubated with 2 M GuHCl and the
HSQC experiments repeated. As predicted from the
equilibrium denaturation experiments, CTPR3 un-
dergoes little change between 0 and 2 M GuHCl
(Fig. S7). However, 2 M GuHCl changes theCTPR3sw spectra enough to make comparison to
its 0 M spectra difficult. Consequently, both CTPR3
and CTPR3sw were repeated with a lower concen-
tration of GuHCl (1.6 M). Here the spectra for CTPR3
mirror that recorded in 2 M (Fig. S7B) and the
CTPR3sw spectra were less collapsed than that
obtained at 2 M GuHCl. Chemical shift perturbations
(Δδ) were calculated with Eq. (8):
Δδ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
δH2 þ α  δN2 
2
s
ð8Þ
where δH is the difference in the chemical shift for an
assigned cross-peak between the two 1H spectra, δN
is the difference in the chemical shift for an assigned
cross-peak between the 15N spectra and α is a scaling
factor that was set at 0.14 [52].Acknowledgments
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